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Copping SAMO 
Hannah Johnson 
"SAMO© as an end to mindwash religion, nowhere politics, and 
bogus philosophy," 
-Jean Michel Basquiat 
Copping SAMO© 
Jean-Michel-careless paint Schizo-two cocky dreads 
smeared sleeve. left side forhead. 
gonna be famous-gonna be famous 
gonna be famous-gonna be famous 
STRETCH-KEEP FROZEN-EASY MARK SUCKER 
Symbol sourcebook eases the disease-
hit the road quick-good road to follow-road spoiled-this is the place-
dangerous neighborhood-this community indifferent-
nothing to be gained here-dangerous drinking water-ok alright-
good place for a handout-ill tempered man lives here 
ARSENIC-VICTORY 
ARSENIC-VICTORY 
Gallons of acrylic and gesso Schizo-caked on cardboard 
nailed to walls-
a prolific collaboration 
Stacks of Vogue and Playboy Manic-dissected Frankenstein 
skeleton forms 
gonna be famous-gonna be famous 
gonna be famous-gonna be famous 
Jean-Michel-left his mark on Manhattan streets 
SAMO© SAVES IDIOTS 
SAMO© AS AN ESCAPE CLAUSE 
SAMO© AS AN END TO PLAYING ART 
Schizo- found poetry in gutters 
discarded photos 
in parking lots 
Manic-collected cans 
shared ashtray butts 
34 
Jean-Michel-gold-gold-gold-gold 
Speed eases nothing-
imitation-creation-continue crashing forward-cocaine drives the beat 
cardboard-urine-crown-spraycan-wine-cheese-strawberry-urine 
urine-spa re-parts-iguana-scales-rotting-overdose-eviction 
crown-crown-crown-crown 
27-
MAN DIES-MAN DIES 
MAN DIES-MAN DIES 
MAN DIES-MAN DIES 
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